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1.
Introduction
The objective of this paper is to present a general computational architecture for practically modeling the comto serve as a basis for various software applications that can be used for the revitalization and continued maintenance of these languages.
2.
Morphological Structure of the Dene Verb
The morphological structure of verbs in Dene languages is considered to be about as complex as it can get
among the languages of the world. However, the overall structure, with outer (disjunct), inner (conjunct), and
diately preceding the stem (cf. K. Rice 2005: 404–407), a span which “is at least historically a concatenation
of morphemes before the verb stem” (K. Rice 2005: 404). As Keren Rice (2005: 405) delicately puts it, “[t]he
morphophonemics of this span of the verb is complex.”
In the following section 2, we will discuss in further detail the morphological structure of Tsuut’ina
contrast the templatic and paradigmatic approaches to representing the structure of Tsuut’ina verbs, in particular
zone), since this will form the basis of the computational modeling solution that we will present in Section 3.
2.1 Lexical elements
single-syllable stem, with complex morphophonological processes applying at each of the multiple morpheme
in Tsuut’ina the simple stem -tsiy
sequence ts’á- + -zíd
meaning role, we will refer to them as
collocation with a certain stem. In addition, since morphemes from anywhere in the verb can be co-opted into
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-

inner, middle,
and outer boundaries, as seen in Table 2.1. We use the term “middle”
tional morphemes indicating so-called ‘outer’ subjects (fourth person singular and third person plural) and direct
objects appear (slots 6-7 in Table 2.2 below). With this one exception, the “outer” and “inner” lexical boundaries
otherwise correspond with the traditional disjunct and conjunct zones, respectively (cf. Kari 1989).

Type of combinatorics

Outer

Middle

Inner pre-

ts’á-

gugu-

didi-

tsí-

gugu-

didi-

Stem
-tsiy ‘cry’
‘run’
-náh ‘speak’
-zíd ‘wake up’
-tìs ‘walk with a
cane’
‘run away’
-nát
‘jump down’

stem

imperfective, perfective and progressive aspect forms of e.g. -tsiy ‘cry’, it only has a set of allomorphic stems but

is demonstrated in Table 2.2. below for a number of lexical meanings besides -tsiy, with a variety of combinations
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for a selection of lexical meanings, -tsiy ‘cry’,
‘run’, gu- + -náh ‘speak’, ts’á- + -zíd ‘wake up’,
‘run away’,
‘jump down’ (here referred to by their imperfective aspect
forms). The numbers 0-12 refer to the templatic slots illustrated in Table 2.3 below in Section 2.2.
DISJUNCT: 12-9
CONJUNCT: 8-1
STEM: 0
Outer
Middle
Inner
STEM/ (ASMiddle LexInner LexiOuter LexiPECT)
Chunk
Chunk
Chunk
7
5
11–9*
8
7-6
4-1
0
tsiy (
)
tsày (
)
)
chish (
)
di
)
di
)
di
)
di
)
gu
)
gu
di
)
gu
)
gu
di
)
zíd (
)
zid (
)
)
zhiizh (
)
tsí
di
)
tsí
di
)
tsí
di
)
di
)
nà
gu
di
)
nà
gu
di
)
nà
gu
di
)
gu
di
)
gu
di
)
*

can trivially be extended to incorporate these patterns using the same computational methods discussed in the following sections.

While the lexical components of a Tsuut’ina verb can be described in a relatively straight-forward fashthe lexical components at three boundaries. Two alternative approaches for dealing with this are discussed below
in Section 2.2.
2.2.1 Templatic morphology
Traditionally, Dene linguistics has relied on a morphological template and extensive morphophonemic rules to
handle the complexities of this part of the verb. In most such traditional approaches to Dene morphology, a verb
parts, illustrated for the basic Tsuut’ina verb
‘they are swimming along’ in (Table 2.3). In particular, the
syllable immediately preceding the stem would be analyzed as constituting a morphological complex, typically
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representing a combination of 4-6 distinct morphemes, including (non-third) subject person and number, aspect,
mode, conjugation class (i.e. si-, ni-, yi-, ì-, or none, representing one of the historical Dene aspect/conjugation
forms.1
Table 2.3: Tsuut’ina templatic analysis of

‘they are swimming (progressive)’ (after Cook 1984: 126,
2

1

-

-

-

-

-

-

gi-

-

-

yi-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3PL
SBJ

-

-

yiPROG

-

-

0

STEM

)

Local subject

3

Aspect

4
Aspect (Mode)

Feature(s)

5

Thematic

Morpheme(s)

6
Deictic subject

Name

7

Object

8

Distributive (

9
Incorporated stem

10
Iterative (ná-)

11

Adverbial

12
Incorporated PP

#

swimPROG

knowledge not only of the relevant morphemes and their co-occurrence restrictions, but also of their relative
ordering and possible morphophonemic adaptations that could affect their form (see Rice 2000, McDonough
2003, for recent critiques of the traditional templatic approach to analysis). In this case, as illustrated in (1a-c)
requires being able to get at (1a) its abstract parts, and (1b) the abstract rules needed to fuse these parts together,
(1a)

Abstract parts
they

(1b)

1.

he,she,it:prog

gi-

swim:prog
Abstract rules:
Augmentation)
i-Deletion)
Actual word

‘they are swimming’
phonemic adaptations, and hence much more testing to make sure these kinds of rules work as expected in all but
only those cases where they should apply), but it is not clear that general-purpose morphophonemic rewrite rules
will necessarily do the trick in a reasonably manageable fashion. The analytical and practical challenges posed by
the relative opacity of Dene verbal morphophonology have often been noted in the wider literature. Kari (1975:
331), commenting on the “notorious” nature of morphophonological alternations in Dene verbs, recalls that “[i]n
concluding his review of Hoijer’s Navaho Phonology, Harris remarked, ‘In addition to all the regular or partially
1

The status of ì- as an aspect/conjugation marker in Tsuut’ina remains unclear. Unlike the rest of the markers in this set,
ì- co-occurs with other aspect/conjugation markers (e.g., ìsissìl ‘I got hot’, containing both ì- and si-), which makes its distriways with certain aspect/conjugation markers (e.g., ìzìl ‘he/she/it got hot’, where, unlike all other 3s si- forms in Tsuut’ina,
si- itself).
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regular alternations (in Navajo), there are so many individual replacements that a set of general rules for deriving
exploring other means of modelling this central aspect of Dene verbal structure.
2.2.2 Paradigmatic approaches
combination of theoretically posited complex sequences of abstract morphemes and associated features rather
as pre-composed chunks or portmanteaux (sometimes referred to as the T-A-M-A, or tense-aspect-mode-agent,
chunk). This is also supported by psycholinguistic evidence suggesting that word complex structure is mentally
represented and processed as larger chunks (see e.g. S. Rice, Libben & Derwing, 2002, for related results involvtures between the chunked zones need to be treated. This reduction in complexity is particularly valuable in treatnot always predictable (K. Rice 2001). Indeed, there are precedents for such as a chunking approach within the
Dene linguistic tradition, e.g. Young & Morgan (1987), Faltz (1998), McDonough (2000) for Navajo, and Leer
(1999, inter alia) for comparative Na-Dene.
Therefore, in the case of the same example as above (1c), rather than try to derive a form like

by parts and
yi-Progressive

all of the complicated morphophonemics that we would otherwise have to painstakingly model.
In support of taking this approach, it is crucial to note that in fact there are not a prohibitively large
erally fall into one of only ten classes, with different allomorphs within each pattern depending on what kind
here): Ø, s-, i-. Table 2.3 presents an example of one of these classes, summarizing the patterns of allomorphy
that appear with yiyi-progressive verbs.
Type
Basic

“Be crying”:
1s
2s
3s
1p
2p
3p
4

yis
yí
yi
yaà
yas
g
ts’

1s
2s
3s
1p
2p
3p
4

“Be laughing”:
(di-dlùw)
diyisdlùw
diyídlùw
d dlùw
diyaàdlùw
diyasdlùw
gid dlùw
ts’id dlùw

“Be becoming like that”:
1s
2s
3s
1p
2p
3p
4

xayis
xayí
xayi
xayaà
xayas
xag
xats’

(Table 2.3 continued on following page.)
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(Table 2.3 continued from previous page.)
With s1s
2s
3s
1p
2p
3p
4
With i-

“Be tickling O”:
(wùsh)
yiswùsh
yíswùsh
O
wùsh
yaàwùsh
yaswùsh
O
g wùsh
ts’ wùsh
“Be running along”:

1s
2s
3s
1p
2p
3p
4

yis
yíí
yii
yaà
yas
g
ts’

“Be almost swallowing O”:

“Be taming, training O”:

1s
diyis
2s
diyís
3s
O
d
1p
diyaà
2p
diyas
3p
O
gid
4
ts’id
“Be starting to run along”:

1s
yis
2s
yís
3s
O
yis
1p
yaà
2p
yas
3p
O
ag
4
“Be running along home”:

1s
2s
3s
1p
2p
3p
4

1s
2s
3s
1p
2p
3p
4

didiyis
didiyíí
did
didiyaà
didiyas
gidid
ts’idid

yis
yíí
yii
yaà
yas

Importantly, it should be noted that this approach does not preclude other active phonological or morphophonological processes affecting these verbs from being modelled separately, without requiring this paradigm-based
approach to be set aside altogether. In some Dene languages (e.g., Navajo and Tahltan, among others; cf. Shaw
1991, McDonough 2003), for instance, additional phonological changes would be needed to represent well-known
like the one above (e.g.,

‘I am tickling the baby’ being realized as

sh

in Tsuut’ina).2 Not

the more regular processes of phonological adaptation attested elsewhere in the language potentially worthwhile
for overall analytical clarity, but the latter changes can also be treated straightforwardly with the computational
tools discussed below. In conclusion, it is the paradigmatic, chunking approach described immediately above that
we adopt in our computational model of Tsuut’ina, the implementation of which we discuss below in Section 3.
3
Computationally modeling the Dene Verb
Finite-state machines (FSMs) (see e.g. Beesley & Karttunen 2003) have become one standard way for computationally modeling the morphological structure of words in natural languages. There are currently several open
source implementations of FSM compilers, e.g. xfst (Beesley & Karttunen 2003), foma (Hulden 2009) and hfst
having been tested and honed over several decades of theoretical and practical development, they are extremely

rules — that is impossible in the case of most endangered languages such as the Dene ones, with scant resources — they are portable to the main operating systems currently in use, and on the basis of the factors mentioned
before they allow for easy integration with other software applications, for instance as spell-checking modules
within word-processors, morphologically “intelligent” electronic dictionaries, and “intelligent” computer-aided
2

Although coronal harmony is active in Tsuut’ina, the Tsuut’ina orthography does not conventionally show harmonized
tsiy ‘cry.ipfv’ vs. chish ‘cry.rep’), which makes this
less of an issue for computational modelling than with some other Dene languages.
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language-learning applications (Trosterud 2004, 2006; Arppe et al. 2015; Antonsen et al. 2013; Johnson et al.
2013). As their disadvantages one might note that FSMs are only as good as the available linguistic descriptions,
and some may consider them too powerful in that the rules allow for the recognition and generation of complete
the paradigm make sense for all verbs belonging to some paradigm type - nevertheless, this is a general problem
with any rule-based system, and in practice impossible to resolve when the number of paradigms cells number
in the hundreds if not thousands.
For many languages with a rich morphology, a FSM is based on one layer declaring allowable morpheme/
feature sequences (i.e. morphotactics), coupled with a set of morphophonological rules applied at the morpheme
junctures. In the case of Dene verbs, extending on work by Hulden and Bischoff (2008) for Navajo, we present
a somewhat variant approach, where the morphological/morphotactic structure of Dene words is understood to
consist of not a single but two interleaving layers, (1) one representing the lexical elements, including the stem
elements.
lexc
3
component of the FST formalism, four FSMs, (1) one for the lexical level and (2) one for each intervening
4
, with (3) co-occurrence constraints among the
lexc component of the FST formalism.5
morpheme chunks at the inner, middle, and outer boundaries are indicated in the lexical tier FSM by special
characters which cannot occur in the morphemes, being ‘.’ (period) for the inner boundary, ‘_’ (underscore) for
the middle boundary, and ‘=’ for the outer boundary. These four component FSMs are then composed togethspecial characters indicating the inner, outer and middle boundaries in the lexical FSM with the entire corre-

3

https://victorio.uit.no/langtech/trunk/startup-langs/srs/src/morphology/stems/verbstems.lexc

4

5

guistic generalizations about morphemic co-occurrence that are common to many Dene languages, such as the observation
that siperfective marker that appears in other (ni- and yi-)
gether into sets of distinctive surface-form ‘chunks’ that are essentially agnostic as to their possible morphemic constituents,
intricate morphological model. We would only note that these generalizations are not required to produce a fully functionmarker like *
would not necessarily offer any net reduction in complexity if introduced into the model, given the intricacy of the attendant
morphophonological adaptation rules required to produce observed surface forms. For the purposes of computational mod-

formalisms discussed below.
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Figure 3.1. The overall structure of six components of the Tsuut’ina Finite-State Machine.
6

representing morphophonological processes applying at the morpheme chunk boundaries, expressed by a set/
series of rewrite rules using twolc component (or the rewrite rule component) of the FST formalism,7 which is
lexc component for linking the morphological features,
be outputted in word form analysis and inputted for word form generation.8 The overall structure of the six
six constituent FSMs in (2). The full source code for our Tsuut’ina FSM can be found on-line within the Giella
infrastructure (Moshagen et al. 2013): https://victorio.uit.no/langtech/trunk/startup-langs/srs/src/morphology/
computational model of Tsuut’ina verbs.9

6

https://victorio.uit.no/langtech/trunk/startup-langs/srs/src/morphology/verb_lexicon.xfscript.in

7

https://victorio.uit.no/langtech/trunk/startup-langs/srs/src/phonology/srs-phon.twolc

8
9

Stems,
corresponding lexc

,

,
,

, and
,

refer to FSMs that have been compiled from the
, and
refer to rewrite rules that
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-tsiy ‘cry’, ts’á- + -zíd
‘wake up’ and
‘jump down’, and their allomorphy and associated TAMA
morpheme chunk paradigm subsets for the different aspects/moods, and the shared morphemes
paradigm subsets of -tsiy.

Figure 3.3. An illustration indicating the TAMA morpheme chunk paradigm subset covering
inner subject forms (0-Imperfective ~ 0-Ipfv), applicable for the imperfective aspect of the
stem -tsiy
Ipfv-0-nopref).
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Figure 3.2 illustrates how the lexical tier is populated with descriptions of possible combinations of
-

chunks in the inner (representing morphological features for the inner subject and aspect as well as incorporating
(distributive). For instance, for the intransitive verb itsiy
aspect the stem -tsiy
aspect, the stem
ná-outer + -chish
combine the stem -tsiy
in Figure 3.2), the perfective aspect forms combine the stem
set (0-Pfv-no), the progressive aspect forms combine the stem set (0-Ipfv-outer

itsiy ‘cry’
set (0-Ipfv-no
with the
with
with the

set,
-

(0-Ipfv-no) subclass, required
e.g. with the imperfective stem -tsiy
itsiy ‘cry’. How all of the above is speclexc component of the FST formalism is detailed below in Sections 3.1 and 3.2; further examples
are provided in Cox et al. (2016; slides 36-47)
3.1 Lexical tier
Within the lexical tier of our computational model of Tsuut’ina verbs, we need to specify (1) the zero to three

aspect/mood) of a Tsuut’ina verb.
lexc component of the FST formalism, which
Verbstems
mentioned three pieces of information (1-3) in a linguist-friendly format (see table 3.1 below), the second step
,
simply terminates the lexical tier FSM. Further details on how all this is implemented in practice is presented
below.
Imperfective Mood
Third Person Singular form as such a lemma, e.g. itsiy ‘s/he/it cries’ for ‘cry’, ts’ázíd ‘s/he/it wakes up’ for ‘wake
up’,
‘s/he/it runs away’ for ‘run away’, and
‘s/he/it jumps down’ for ‘jump down’.
with ‘.’ (period) designating the inner boundary, ‘_’ (underscore) the middle boundary, and ‘=’ the outer boundstems. Within the lexc formalism, the aforementioned lemma, which we supplement with an English gloss in
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[brackets] as the underlying form on the left-hand side in the notation, is linked with whatever allomorphic surFor instance, for the imperfective forms of
at the outer boundary, gu- at the middle boundary, and di- at the inner boundary, and the stem , we can
represent this structure as
(cf. Table 2.1 above) Similarnàgu, the progressive as
, and the two variants for repetitive as
and
. In contrast, for the imperfective forms of itsiy
.
In our implementation, empty boundary positions need not be explicitly declared, but that we generate these
automatically as part of the composition process (as noted above in master compilation code 2). Table 3.1 below
Verbstems of
continuation classes with the paradigm subsets are represented within the lexc formalism.
Verbstems,
the different aspects/moods of Tsuut’ina verbs itsiy ‘cry’, ts’ázíd ‘wake up’ and
‘jump down’.10
LEXICON Verbstems
...
...
itsiy[cry]:tsiy
itsiy[cry]:tsày

‘run away’ and

-

INTR-0-IPFV;
INTR-yi-y-PFV;

itsiy[cry]:ná=chish
...
...
ts'ázid[wake-up]:ts'á=zíd
ts'ázid[wake-up]:ts'á=zid

INTR-0-IPFV; ! (REP)

ts'ázid[wake-up]:ts'áná=zhiizh
...
...

INTR-ni-IPFV; ! (REP)

INTR-ni-IPFV;
INTR-ni-PFV;

...
...

10

Note that the repetitive aspect/mood forms (marked in the comment section of the lexc code, initiated by an exclamation
mark ‘!’ as
with imperfective, perfective, progressive, and potential verb forms (cf. Axelrod 1993 for arguments that similar forms in
Koyukon should be treated as ‘super-aspects’, essentially layering on top of other aspectual markers). Repetitive forms can
stem forms needed here.)
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‘.’ with

-

discussed in the section 3.2 below.
as the inner subject), aspect, mood, conjugation class (i.e., si-, ni-, yi-, or none, representing one of the historical
Dene aspect/conjugation class markers), and voice/valence (i.e., the historical voice/valence markers or “classirepresented by, single labels, such as 0-Imperfective, yi-y-Perfective and yi-Progressive which are applicable for
the various moods/aspects of itsiy ‘cry’. It is these labels which are used in Verbstems to specify continuation
lexica that determine which subclasses of TAMA morpheme chunks in the paradigm are applicable for a verb
construction in each aspect/mood. For instance, as can be seen in Table 3.1 above, in the case of itsiy ‘cry’ the
imperfective forms with the stem -tsiy,
for the Progressive forms with the stem

for the perfective forms with the stem
,
, and
for the repetitive forms with the
.
-

critics concerning valence (
) (with ‘X

), aspect (

), and the TAMA chunk subtype (

lexc code snippet below (Table 3.2), in the case of the aforementioned aspect/mood continuation lexica for the imperfective forms of the intransitive verb itsiy ‘cry’ with the lone
stem -tsiy, in addition to designating intransitive valence with
and imperfective aspect with
, the TAMA subtype is set as
(the ‘ ’ character needed to
escape the zero character ‘0’ that otherwise refers to an empty transition in lexc code). Finally, as the third step
in the lexical tier, the continuation lexicon
, which is shared by all the preceding continuation
purpose in lexc code, the hash-mark “#’ (Table 3.3).
Table 3.2. Examples of the second-step continuation lexica on the Lexical tier converting the information on
LEXICON INTR-0-IPFV

LEXICON INTR-yi-y-PFV

…
…

# ;
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lexc formalism. The core structure and content of these three lexc
-

for isan intransitive verb (which belongs to the 0-Perfective

Nevertheless, the lexc
to specify all the possible paradigm subtype variant chunks that are applicable in this slot, depending on the
lexc de-

lexc
,
lexica for all the general paradigm subsets11
e.g.
,
or
in the case of the itsiy. These paradigm subsets are referred to in the lexc
,
, and

specifying the actual TAMA morpheme chunks applicable for the three variants.12
, and the existence of an outer or middle but no inner
. As noted above, which of these three variant continu-

tion process. Thus,
lexical tier FSM, and likewise
requires

in the
requires

, and

For instance, the continuation lexicon
ring to the paradigm subtype 0-Imperfective, applicable for both the imperfective and repetitive aspect forms
of the verb itsiy ‘cry’, can direct either to the
or

11

-

tion and awaiting implementation in this model.
12

Since we currently specify 22 paradigm subsets for imperfective verbs, this results in altogether 66 continuation lexica
to cover the three possible variants of morpheme chunk sets.

13

The element ‘
’ in the names of these continuation lexica indicates that they contain the actual morpheme chunks, as
is evident in Table 3.5 below.
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imperfective forms of itsiy have only the stem -tsiy
continuation lexicon which will be selected is
. In contrast, for the repetitive forms
ná-...chish, the second-step continuation lexicon that will be selected
is
.
Table 3.4. First steps in the lexc
0-perfective
construction consists of.
LEXICON 0-IPFV

…
…
Table 3.5 presents the full set of morpheme chunks for the second-step continuation lexica
and the

-

is-,
for second person singular manifested as ni-, and so forth. As an important detail, we can
s- instead of is-, the second person singular remains
nican be linked with morphological feature tags, which will be outputted in word form analysis, and inputted
for word form generation (implemented in the sixth FSM referred to in the beginning of Section 3; the details
of this morphological tagger FSM are left outside the scope of this article).
Table 3.5. Second steps in the lexc

@U.SUBJECTPERSON.1@@U.SUBJECTNUMBER.PL@isaà #;
@U.SUBJECTPERSON.2@@U.SUBJECTNUMBER.PL@as
@R.SUBJECTPERSON.3@@R.SUBJECTNUMBER.PL@

#;
#;

...
...

@U.SUBJECTPERSON.1@@U.SUBJECTNUMBER.PL@saà

#;

@U.SUBJECTPERSON.2@@U.SUBJECTNUMBER.PL@s
@R.SUBJECTPERSON.3@@R.SUBJECTNUMBER.PL@

#;
#;
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lexc code (exand

, respectively. Thus, in the case of
gi- corresponding to a third per-

son plural subject, and ts’ican have the morpheme
part of the output or input of the entire computational model.
Table 3.6. Extract of lexc
@U.SUBJECTPERSON.3@@U.SUBJECTNUMBER.PL@@U.PREFIX.MIDDLE@gi

#;
#;

...
...
Table 3.7. Extract of the lexc
@U.VALENCE.INTRANSITIVE@@U.SUBJECTNUMBER.PL@@P.DISTRIBUTIVE.ON@@U.PREFIX.
OUTER@dà #;
@U.VALENCE.INTRANSITIVE@@U.SUBJECTNUMBER.PL@@P.DISTRIBUTIVE.OFF@
#;
...
...

,
, and
). Crucially, the constraints between the verb constructions consisting of zero-three leximorphological FSMs, which become part of the overall morphological FSMs as part of the composition process.
4
Applications
Computational morphological models such as the one we have described above, while useful in and of themselves for linguists specializing in a particular language, enable the creation of several software applications that
have usefulness for a much broader end-user audience of native speakers and learners of an Indigenous language
such as Tsuut’ina, supporting its continued use on digital platforms (Arppe et al. 2016). Prime examples of such
applications are intelligent electronic dictionaries, spell-checkers, and computer-aided language learning applications (Arppe et al. 2015). In this, we have come to make use of the Giella language technology development
infrastructure (Moshagen et al. 2013), originally created by the Giellatekno14 and Divvun15 research and devel-

14
15

http://giellatekno.uit.no/index.eng.html
http://divvun.org/
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Figure 4.1. A mock-up on an Intelligent dictionary search for the Tsuut’ina intransitive verb form
, the progressive fourth person singular form of the lexical entry
‘s/he jumps
down’, including a sample paradigm generated for this verb.

Figure 4.2. An example of a currently working demonstration version of a spell-checking module for
a suggestion for the incorrectly spelled Tsuut’ina word

(using an apostrophe instead of a glot-

.
Other recognized typos in the Tsuut’ina passage above include: (1) missing tone marking: isina, doo; (2)
wrong tone marking: Úwat’iyi (Ú<Ù); and (3) plain letter used instead of the diacritic one:
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since this infrastructure has been designed to allow for as seamless an integration as possible of a computational
model for a language, using FST technology as described above, as software components providing the various
linguistic functionalities within the aforementioned end-user applications.
is found by being able to augment an electronic dictionary with the computational morphological model, creating
other Dene languages, an electronic dictionary that is morphologically simplistic can be extremely cumbersome
to use, especially for speakers, learners and others lacking many years of linguistic training. With the help of a
to the appropriate lemma as well as be provided with information on the morphological features of the word-form
(see Figure 4.1 below of a mock-up
, an intelligent on-line dictionary we are developing for Tsuut’ina, to
be eventually accessible via http://altlab.ualberta.ca/gunaha/). Furthermore, the computational
morphological model can also be used in reverse to generate individual word-forms expressing some desired
combination of morphological features, or various selections of word-forms as paradigms of varying extents (e.g.
can be linked with a text collection that has been linguistically analyzed using the computational model, allowing
2007; Junker and Stewart 2008).
can be adapted into a spell-checkers integrated within a word processing application (see Figure 4.2). Such a
guage. Where communities are attempting to promulgate a particular written form of the language as standard,
to note that a computational model and the subsequent spell-checkers can be adapted for multiple dialects and
orthographical standards, if the Indigenous language communities so wish. Finally, it is a short leap from the
applications described above to classroom applications as well. Foremost among these are intelligent computer-aided language learning (or I-CALL) applications (Antonsen et al. 2013). The combination of a lexicon, a
computational morphological model and a relative small set of simple grammatical exercise templates can allow
5
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a general architecture and demonstration case for computationally modeling
to augment and adapt it with a reasonable amount of training, and which at the same time should be computationone must recognize that this built upon decades of linguistic documentation work by linguists and Elders as well
as other native speakers of Tsuut’ina. Next, our intention is to substantially expand the current demonstration
version in terms of vocabulary and morphology (adding new parts-of-speech such as nouns). Moreover, we hope
that this Tsuut’ina model can be an example and inspiration for the creation of similar computational models for
other Dene languages. Importantly, all the software tools, components and applications presented in this article
are open-source – the primary cost involved is that of the time and effort of the people who want to further develop this computational model for Tsuut’ina, or start developing ones for other Dene languages.
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